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Brian McCullough's 
sunspot sketches for  
two consecutive days last 
month clearly show the Sun's 
rotation by the progress of the 
sunspots across the face of the disk, 
Brian has been enjoying the 
heightened solar activity from  
his own Brightstar 
Observatory in Kanata.
(Electronic image 
courtesy Bridget 
Madill)
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Paul Boltwood awarded the 
Astronomical Society of the Pacific's 

"Amateur Achievement Award" !
"The Amateur Achievement Award of the ASP, given yearly 

since 1979, is designed to recognize significant contributions 
to astronomy or amateur astronomy by those not employed 
in the field of astronomy in a professional capacity."

—  from the ASP website

by Franç ois Kupo

How does that line go? “You know you’re a serious amateur astronomer” when, 
after a clear night, people calling you past noon the next day wake you up. And so it 
was that I entered the world o f Paul Boltwood, waking him up during the day not only 
on one occasion, but on two, in the only two phone calls that I would make to him in 
preparation for this article. I fear bumping into him at the next Council meeting.

It is my pleasure to announce to AstroNotes readers that Paul has been awarded 
the ASP’s prestigious “Amateur Achievement Award” for the year 2000! To celebrate 
this occasion, I spoke with Paul about what he does as an amateur astronomer and he 
shared his thoughts with me on various subjects.

Introducing Paul Boltwood

Paul is known to many Ottawa Centre members. He started his association with 
the RASC in Vancouver and then Ottawa in the latter half o f the 1960s. He rejoined 
the Ottawa Centre in 1988 and he is currently serving as a Councillor on the Ottawa 
Centre Council, and he is on the SmartScope committee. Paul runs his own computer 
consulting company.

Most o f Paul’s observations are in the form of CCD images he obtains from his 
backyard observatory. His observatory sports a 16-inch f/4.73 Newtonian reflector.

In his suburban backyard in Stittsville, he is not blessed with the darkest o f  skies, 
although he can see the Milky Way on occasion. He has never measured his 
telescope’s limiting magnitude because it can be all over the map from one night to the 
next (indeed, perhaps from one hour to the next) due to the Ottawa climate and the 
city lights in his area. “The lowest sky brightness I can get is around 19.5 magnitude 
per square arcsecond, where dark skies are considered to be 22,” he said.

S k y  an d  Telescope's Deep-Field Challenge

Readers of Sky & Telescope are already familiar with a photograph that Paul 
obtained from his observatory. Paul answered Sky and Telescope's Deep-Field 
Challenge printed in the May 1998 issue to see where he stood in relation to other 
amateur astronomers. Unexpectedly, he actually won the contest. But indeed, it was
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just that: a contest. “There’s no real use for such an image. It took me and my 
observatory quite a number of nights to take that image, whereas it would take a multi- 
metre telescope a few minutes to take the same image. The point of that image was just 
to see how deep an image an amateur could take. Instead, you use the capability of a 
telescope with much shorter exposures to do other kinds of work. There’s no point in 
competing with the really large telescopes. It makes much more sense for you to do 
something that they can’t do decently, and that is to get a lot of coverage of the sky or 
time,” Paul said. This is quite true, considering all of the amateur astronomers with 
telescopes out there compared to the number of multi-metre research telescopes.

"Do the S c ie n ce "

Paul’s interests lie in doing something for the science of astronomy, something 
that he can do with the equipment he has at hand. He spoke about how there are many 
things that an amateur can do in the professional astronomical world. However, 
amateurs cannot usually choose any astronomical subject that interests them and begin 
researching it because they are limited by their equipment and training. “As an 
amateur, I am basically restricted to simply collecting data,” he pointed out. “I don’t 
have the knowledge of astrophysics required to be able to do real research. But if  you 
do have the Ph.D. then you have to keep up with your field, which means reading lots 
of papers and going to conferences. Since I have a normal job, I don’t have time to do 
any of that stuff. So there’s no possibility that I can do research in the same sense that 
a professional can do research. I have to find an area in which I can collect data that 
can be o f use to professional astronomers. Then, the best I can do is help out and what 
I do is to try to be the best data collector I can be.”

Paul collects data on blazars. Blazars are a 
kind of quasar: they are very remote, very  
bright, quite variable, and extremely far away 
judging by their redshifts. “The suspicion is 
that these are quasars that we see on-axis,” Paul 
explained. “We are looking down their spin 
axis and they’re much more variable because of 
that. The early work that I did was to look at 
these blazars, do photometry on several each 
night, do it in three or four colours, and add 
that to a database that others had also 
contributed to. It turned out that I had 
contributed well over half of the data, perhaps 
because I was a bit over-enthusiastic!”

The blazar field of research hasn’t been 
exhausted yet, Paul informed me. “There isn’t a 
good understanding of what’s going on in 
blazars yet.” Blazar 3C66A, magnitude 14.6, 

photographed by Paul Boltwood
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Paul is currently gathering data for a professional astronomer studying short-term 
brightness variations in blazars to see if they exhibit chaotic behaviour. "This is a field 
of study that does, in the end, get published. But again my main job is data gathering. 
I’ve done that for two or three different groups. At the moment, the person I’m 
working with is doing the research on his own.”

Paul spoke about the choice he had to make, devoting much of his astronomical 
time to the actual, serious scientific side of astronomy rather than to RASC activities 
and administration. “I feel a bit guilty about that, but I only have a certain amount of 
time available. I do remember when Fred Lossing heard me talk about that quandary, 
he told me in no uncertain terms to do the science. So I have followed and am 
following that advice. I do engage in some fun observing however as evidenced on the 
Ottawa Centre website. And I appreciate Rob Dick letting me look through an eyepiece 
twice a year!"

Imaging Com et Hyakutake's Nucleus

Paul was very busy in his observatory when Comet Hyakutake made its 
appearance in the spring o f 1996. He had teamed up with Doug George, Peter 
Ceravolo and Jon Buchanan to undertake a commercial project to photograph the 
comet’s active nucleus. “Its scientific value was not recognized at the time. It was 
assumed that professionals would be doing the same thing but with much better 
equipment and much better techniques and so on. It was a big surprise that nobody had 
done so, that my close-ups of the comet nucleus are apparently the best ones around.” 
Because of its scientific value, Paul offers the data to astronomers who wish to analyze 
it. “Anyone who wishes to undertake scientific research with that data can do so. I 
have the original data and it is available on CD-ROM.”

Cyanogen Productions, a company first incorporated by Doug and Peter, 
commercially produced a stunning videotape of the images for public consumption. 
“The data that people have seen on the videotape has been highly processed. It was 
processed to make it look good rather than to be of scientific value. Apparently it 
shows dynamics that people didn’t realize were there. At least, when we showed it at 
an astronomical meeting in Tucson, there were people that were surprised at what they 
saw.”

The Sm artScope Project

Paul is on the Ottawa Centre’s SmartScope committee. The SmartScope is the 
fascinating RASC Millennium Project being headed by J. Peter Williams which 
AstroNotes readers have heard and read about lately. “I volunteered to go on the 
committee in the hope that I might be able to give some useful advice.” Paul’s busy 
workload prevents him from doing any more than providing such advice. “The main 
responsibility of the SmartScope lies with the Ottawa Centre, but so do the main 
advantages,” Paul continued. “Doubly so when you consider that the RASC has a 
major public education mandate.”
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With our earlier discussion revolving around Paul’s contributions to professional 
research in astronomy, it should come as no surprise that Paul has some thoughts 
about the role the SmartScope could conceivably play in this respect as well. “I hope 
that some Ottawa Centre members will come forward and develop the capability to use 
the SmartScope for more than just normal observational astronomy and use it for 
actual astronomical research. It will be equipped for doing photometry, in the sense 
that it will have filters and a decent CCD camera on it —  but somebody is going to 
have to actually make the photometric capability actually produce results, to do all the 
proper calibrations that are required, and to develop a research program. As I 
understand it, the SmartScope is essentially going to be uncommitted during the hours 
when most people sleep. It could do some research-based observing runs during these 
hours —  on variable star work, blazar work, astrometry, and so on. Certainly the 
monitoring I have been doing on blazars could be taken up by the SmartScope, and 
that would be a good way to use it. What we are looking for is for members who will 
go and develop the necessary skills to be able to do this. This is not trivial —  it will 
take a lot of work to produce something that can be given to professional astronomers 
and be relied upon. And actually, doing this kind of work would be a lot easier than 
what I did, because the equipment is there for you for free! Setting up the equipment is 
also all being done for you!”

Paul brought up again his data collection work on blazars. “That kind of work still 
needs to be done. I’m not doing it at the moment because it’s time-consuming, but it is 
the sort of thing that the SmartScope can do.” I can see that Paul would be happy to 
devote more time to astronomy than he is currently able to do. He does have hope that 
he will eventually be able to do so. “Once I’m rich,” he laughed, “I hope to be able to 
go back to some of the earlier projects I was involved in!”

Let’s all hope that he can do so —  for Paul...and for astronomy.

GA 2000: The RASC in Winnipeg by Lindsay Price
Summer is the season when starry skies, late nights, astronomers and mosquitoes 

all gravitate toward each other. This year in Winnipeg we anticipate the brightest 
stars, the smartest astronomers and the biggest mosquitoes ever! It all comes together 
on June 29th and continues through to July 2nd. Planned for this event is an exciting 
line-up of speakers and paper presentations as well as events and activities to be 
enjoyed and remembered by you and yours for years to come.

The list of speakers includes three dynamite people for the Assembly led off by 
Dr. Wendy Freedman, one of the three co-leaders of the Hubble Space Telescope Key 
Project. Recently featured in Astronomy magazine, Dr. Freedman’s interests lie at the 
beginning of things —  the age and evolution of the universe. Those beautiful images 
from Hubble showing distant galaxies, Cepheid variables, and the transient glow of 
supernovae are all part of her search for the beginning of it all.
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Steve Edberg and Don Parker are well-known names in the amateur and 
professional community. Both appear frequently in the pages of Sky and Telescope and 
Astronomy magazines —  Don for his spectacular high-resolution images of the planets 
and Steve for his equipment reviews and observing tips. In his day job, Steve works for 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena where he helps manage the Saturn-bound 
Cassini spacecraft. Don is the consummate planetary observer whose first love is Mars. 
His work has found a place in professional journals and graced the pages of other 
publications as well.

 The centre of activity will be the campus of the University of Manitoba.
Reasonably priced accommodations are available at St. John’s College. Meals, the 
residences, lectures, the banquet, the barbecue —  everything is within walking 
distance. For family leisure and entertainment, arrangements have been made for lots 
of activities, including the Zoo, the Fort Whyte Nature Centre, the Oak Hammock 
Marsh Waterbird Sanctuary, the Museum of Man and Nature, and the Planetarium. In 
addition, the Red River Exhibition will be in full swing until the 1st of July. 
Astronomy has not been forgotten, either —  the Winnipeg Centre’s observatory with 
its 14” telescope is always pointed up!

Information and registration packages can be found at the GA 2000 website at 
www.rasc.ca/ga2000, by contacting Stan Runge via email at stan.runge 
@mts.mb.ca, or by mailing a note to Stan at GA 2060, 35 Cunard Place, Winnipeg, 
MB, R3T 5M1. Information on poster and paper presentations can also be found in the 
same places. A limited number of registration packages should also be available 
through your Centre representatives.

Love to see you there!

Ottawa Centre Astrophoto Slideshow by Chris Teron
Many Ottawa Centre members have 

published some great astrophotographs and 
sketches in AstroNotes, in the Picture Gallery o f  
the Centre’s website, and on the OAOG website. 
These photographs, currently numbering 210, 
have now been assembled into a Microsoft 
PowerPoint slideshow for members to use at club 
or public events. It was shown after the April 7th 
Ottawa Centre meeting and was used the next 
day at the Astronomy Day event at the Museum 

of Science and Technology, and by Debra Tigner at an Astronomy Awareness event at 
the City of Kanata library. If you are giving talks to groups or putting on astronomy- 
related demonstrations, you may wish to have a copy of the slideshow.

We can use more members’ photographs in the slide show as well as on the 
websites. We know they are many more photographers who have not submitted work
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yet! Photographs and sketches can be submitted electronically or in print format to 
Yves Demers or Chris Teron.

The photographs and sketches were contributed by Paul Boltwood, Gary Boyle, 
Pierre Cliche, Yves Demers, Robert Dick, Doug George, Denis Legault, Rock Mallin, 
Peter Manson, Pierre Martin, Geoff Meek, Paul Mortfield, Roland Prevost, Brian 
Stokoe, Richard Taylor, Chris Teron, Debra Tigner, Peter & Jaye Williams, and Mike 
Wirths.

To obtain a copy of the slideshow, email Chris Teron at cteron@istar.ca or 
call me at (613) 591-9908.

Fred P. Lossing Observatory Update b y  a l seam an
F.L.O. Chair

W ednesday, April 12th, 2000
As previously planned, the clubhouse lock was changed for the new key year on 

April 8th. For those who have not renewed yet, I will have keys available at the May 
Ottawa Centre meeting.

Monday, A pril 17th, 2000
Since I think we are now past the real freezing weather, we could change to the 

summer practice o f turning off the power to the telescope drive completely, rather than 
the winter mode of leaving the power on (but RA drive off).

Harry James has agreed to modify the camera adapter for the 16-inch telescope so 
that it will accept standard threaded T-rings. This will make it possible for users to 
come with their favourite camera and mount it on the telescope using a T-ring. I have 
completed measurements and a drawing o f the current unit, and will be providing that 
to Harry. In due course we should have a more generally useful camera adapter.

Ottawa Centre Bulletin Board

M essier Certificate Awarded to Richard Taylor
Ottawa Centre President Brian McCullough presented Richard with his Messier 

Certificate at the April 7th Ottawa Centre meeting. Congratulations, Richard!

W est-Carleton Starnight
There may be a public star party in May at the West-Carleton Secondary School. 

The school will advertise it in the local paper so that it’s not just for students but for 
all who are interested. There should be a firm announcement about the date (and rain- 
date) during the May 5th meeting of the Centre.
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Wanted
A Pronto/Ranger owner is needed to help me with a telescope-testing exercise. 

Contact Doug Hoy by calling (613) 998-6863 or by emailing to dhoy@nmstc.ca.

W anted
8-inch or larger Schmidt-Cassegrain or Newtonian with equatorial mount, drive 

motor, accessories, etc. similar to Celestron G8 or Meade LX6. Call Gerald at (613) 
823-7119 or email noordhog@magma.ca.

For Sale: Astronomical Binoculars

Last chance to own the best astronomical binoculars !
No reasonable offer refused

Fujinon’s 7x50 FMTR-SX are the 
world’s brightest binoculars, measuring in 
at 95% total efficiency. Each lens surface 
has 13 coatings giving 99.9% efficiency per 
element. The huge 27mm eyepieces have 
the world’s longest eye relief at 23mm. 
Save money with the easily accessible 
external lens collimation. They are 
waterproof and nitrogen-filled. They are 
extremely tough, have rubber armor, and 
meet or exceed US M il Specs.

Retail price: $899. Asking $400 (less than half price and no tax). Contact 
Terrance Hounsell at (613) 991-3145.

For Sale: Magazines
150 magazines, mostly Sky and Telescope, several complete years; 1979 to 1991. 

$75 or best offer for all. Call Terrance at (613) 820-7583.

Looking for Attentive Readers
I have a few old astronomy journals which need a good home. I saved them from 

certain death and can’t bear to just throw them out. They are free to anyone who 
promises to read them all, cover to cover:

• Astronomical Journal (American Astronomical Society), 7 issues, October ’72 
to June ’73

• Icarus (International Journal of Solar System Studies, edited by Carl Sagan),
4 issues, January ’73 to April ’73

• Solar Physics (A Journal for Solar Research and the Study of Solar Terrestrial 
Physics), 15 issues, October ’74 to December ’75
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Contact Martin Potter by telephone at (613) 821-3605 or via email at m hpotter  
@e c h e l o n . ca or v e 3 o a t @r a c .ca.

For Sale: M eade 216XT CCD Camera
Meade CCD camera/auto-guider 216XT, complete, with optional aluminum 

carrying case, with two versions of operating software, optional Meade Epoch 2000IP 
image processing software, all manuals. Contact Rock Mallin at (613) 749-7592 or 
email adave@cyberus.ca.

Opticks
Do you get a headache while using your favourite binoculars? Did you drop them 

in the water, and now you cannot see through them? Do you hear something rattle 
when you shake the binoculars?

If you can answer yes! to any of these questions, or have questions about 
binoculars, telescopes or any other optical instrument, call OPTICKS (Barry 
Matthews) at (613) 829-5251 for fast and reasonable repairs done locally.

For Sale: Atlas of Finest NGC Objects
Covers 110 FNGC Objects and over 130 other NGC objects on 107 charts. Charts 

are 3 x 4 degrees with limiting magnitude of 12.4. Info on objects is summarized at the 
bottom of each page. Includes 26-page, mag. 7.3 Star Atlas. 145 pages. M essier Atlas. 
Covers all Messier objects. Same format as FNGC Atlas. 140 pages. Both atlases 
available in ‘Correct Image’ and ‘Mirror E/W ’ formats. Prices are $20.00 each atlas or 
two for $35.00. For more information, please give Harry Adams a call at (613) 584- 
4804 or email adams@intranet.ca.

Visit the RASC W ebring
If you are an RASC member and maintain a personal web site, why not join your 

fellow members in our online community? Visit members.home.net/astroring.

Ottawa Centre m embers’ August 11th, 1999 Solar Eclipse Photographs Online
• Peter Manson: www3.sympatico.ca/pmanson/eclipse.htm
• Paul Mortfield: www.backyardastronomer.com/eclipse99

April 7th, 2000 Centre Meeting Record
Gary Boyle Chair
Anne and A rt Fraser Hospitality

Speaker________________Presentation______________________

Richard Taylor 

Brian McCullough
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Debra Tigner, Yves Demers

Carmen Rush

Pat Browne

J. Peter Williams

Glenn LeDrew

Lev Mykytczuk

Kent Gorenson

Rock Mallin

Al Seaman

2001: A Children's Space Odyssey 

Dava Sobel's Longitude (part II)

Low-Tech Telescope-Computer Interface 

Astronomy Day; SmartScope Project 

Computer-generated Star Charts 

Telescopes in the Ted Bean Loan Library 

Focus Scientific Spring Catalogue announcement 

CCD Image Video; Tales of Trippin' Over Wires 

Fred P. Lossing Observatory Update

Next Meetings of the Ottawa Centre, RASC

We look forward to seeing you at our next two Ottawa Centre meetings 
at the National Museum of Science and Technology at 8:00 p.m. on 

Friday, June 2nd and Friday, July 7th, 2000

Closing AstroNotes
The next AstroNotes will be the June/July 2000 issue available at the July 7th 

Ottawa Centre meeting.

Your Ottawa Centre’s webmaster, Yves Demers, informed your Ottawa Centre 
editor (and that would be me) that Henry Hiebert was the original author of last 
month’s Closing AstroNote (“Hydrogen: a light, colourless, odourless gas which, given 
enough time, turns into people.”).

As well, I received the following fax from Ottawa Centre member Jonathan 
Cucan, and I cede this month’s Closing AstroNote to Jonathan:

[Henry Hiebert’s] statement is quite romantic but unfortunately, 
suggests something quite unscientific. There is no evidence that 
atoms eventually and automatically “turn into people." Indeed, it’s 
very much the opposite.

Mathematical calculations have been done on the possibility of 
even one living cell happening as a result of accidental collisions 
of atoms in any theoretical primordial soup of chemicals. Various 
mathematicians came up with odds varying from 1 in 1040,000 to 1 
in 102,000,000,000! 1 in 1030 is already considered impossible even 
given unlimited universes and time. Astronomer Sir Fred Hoyle 
called the chance assemblage of a living cell, “nonsense of a very 
high order" (ref. “The Big Bang in Astronomy,” New Scientist, 
November 1981).
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Therefore, let me suggest the rewording of [the] phrase just to 
make it clear and accurate:

Hydrogen: a light, colourless, odourless gas 

which, given a lit t le  tim e, and intelligent design, 
becom es people.

—  Jonathan Cucan

Volunteers needed!
The Ottawa Centre is nothing but for the achievements of volunteers just like 
yourselves (and the secret is this: volunteers learn the most!). Help!

Light Pollution: Learn about light-pollution abatement efforts and inform the 
membership on ways we can all help to reduce a great threat to astronomy, 
both professional and amateur.

Meteorites: Discover the science behind meteorites, the real extra-terrestrials 
that land on Earth every day, and interact with Centre members who have the 
same interest.

For these two OG positions, contact Gary Boyle at (613) 823-0201.

Recorder: Jot down notes about the various presentations at the Centre 
meetings and then summarize them in this space, adding personal wit and 
humour to the notes as you see fit!

AstroNotes Reporter: Your mission would be to explore strange, new 
worlds; to seek out and contact the Ottawa Centre membership, and to boldly 
write articles that have never been written before! We’d be looking for 
articles on members that make that special contribution to the Centre and to 
astronomy. If you have the journalistic bug, this would be for you!

For these two AstroNotes positions, contact François Kupo at (613) 841-1991.

C le a r  S k ie s

EXECU T IV E  SECRETARY , R . A . S . C . 
136 DUPONT ST .
TORONTO ONT.
M5R 1V2 4 C
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